
Expanding the Serotype Frontier: Design of Synthetic AAV Capsids with Artificial Intelligence

•Many patients are ineligible for gene therapies due to pre-
existing immune recognition of naturally occurring Adeno-
associated virus (AAV) capsids.
•The number of known natural AAV serotypes is limited, 
slowing the discovery of clinically useful new serotypes.
•Advances in generative AI have enabled the design of 
synthetic AAV capsids that are significantly different from 
existing serotypes, opening a new route for the discovery 
of therapeutically relevant AAVs. 
•Here we show that AI models can generate functional 
capsids with many novel mutations that are unlikely to 
arise through natural or directed evolution.
•We validate designs of up to 50 mutations at once, 
introducing changes in distinct structural components of 
AAV9. 
•A number of these diverse capsids show enhanced in vitro 
transduction and immune evasion relative to AAV9 
suggesting a promising future direction for widespread 
availability of gene therapy and potential for re-dosing.  
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Synthetic AAVs are diverse in sequence and structureOverview

AI models successfully change conserved positions to unexpected residues

Improved HEK293 
transduction in Synthetic 

AAVs

•The expected number of 
amino-acids seen in a 
position (perplexity) based 
on the dependoparvovirus 
Multiple Sequence 
Alignment (MSA). 

•Mutations to residues not in 
the MSA results in higher 
surprise (Mutations to 
common residues are 
expected.)  

•Single mutation effects per 
position shows conserved 
areas are hard to modify 
even by one mutation.

Synthetic serotypes evade 
patient antibodies
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•Many of the mutations were 
introduced in regions that 
are highly important for 
transduction.  

•While generally speaking, 
higher edit distance does 
not improve transduction, 
many high edit distance 
variants transduce HEK293 
cells better than AAV9.  

•We show variants with 
more than 20 mutations 
introduced in the 570-620 
region, exhibiting up to 96-
fold improvement in 
transduction over AAV9.  

•We find numerous variants 
with distinct structural 
modifications that evade 
recognition by serum 
antibodies (tested at a 1:10 
dilution) in 12 individuals 
with pre-existing anti-AAV9 
neutralizing antibody titers. 

•These variants also evade 
recognition by pooled 
patient IVIG at 1:20 dilution 
and 4 monoclonal 
antibodies targeting distinct 
structural features of the 
capsid. 
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to percentile WT AAV9:

•Most generated variants are farther from other natural 
serotypes than AAV9 is (unlike reshuffling/recombination). 

•While some regions are harder to diversify, we validate 
high edit distance mutations in all attempted regions. 

•Distinct and structurally critical regions of the capsid are 
changed substantially (individual examples on the 1-4th 
right panels, aggregated mutations on the 5th panel).
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